Term 1 2015

Term 1 has certainly been a busy and exciting term for Prep D! I have enjoyed getting to know your children and have an absolute ball teaching each and every one of them.

We have learned a lot this term, as well as having a lot of fun. We have been introduced to almost all the letter names and sounds. We are becoming very good at writing our names in lower case letters and ‘hearing a sound and writing it down!’

The children have explored the numbers to 8 (and above) in a variety of ways. We especially liked making different numbers with counters on the ‘teddy bear boards!’

Prep D showed off their dance moves at the Term 1 Disco last week! We proved that our class is one talented bunch as we cleaned up most of the awards at the end of the disco.

This week we enjoyed the Easter Bonnet Parade, which was a huge success and I think we can all agree that the Preps took home the prize for ‘Best Easter Bonnets’ (although we may be a little biased). The ‘Me Book’ presentations that followed were entertaining to say the least. Thank you to all the parents and family members who visited and also helped us paint some Easter eggs. The children were very proud and happy!

You may have heard on the ‘grape vine’ that Miss Fraser is getting married in the holidays! I’m very excited and can’t wait to tell my class all about it next term! My new name will be ‘Mrs S’ (as voted by my lovely class as we all thought Mrs Sablinskis was a bit of a mouth full).
Thank you for a fantastic 1st term and I look forward to seeing all of you in Term 2!

Love Miss Fraser x